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Professor Freud and hysteria

Brener and Freud fourteen years ago, endeavoured to show that in every case of hysteria the illness was traceable to an actual but forgotten
occurrence, in most cases to a painful emotional shock or mental trauma, the circumstances of the forgotten occurrence being in most cases
discoverable in hypnosis. That is, as Freud said, ‘‘the hysterical suffer from reminiscences,’’ or in Boris Sidia’s words, from ‘‘resurrected
moments.’’ They further stated that when this buried reminiscence was translated into the awakened consciousness of the subject, and
the subject had given to this recollection its adequate (motor) expression, the hysterical symptoms disappeared. This statement contains
an implication which has since undergone considerable development at Freud’s hands and forms one of the main props of his argument;
he maintains that at the time of the original psychic trauma an adequate and fitting individual reaction was denied the subject, either through
force of circumstances or by its voluntary suppression on the subject’s part, and that as the consequence of this denied relief, and the
voluntary suppression or displacement (Verdrängung) from the field of conscious mentality of the painful impression with its persistent
affective colouring, these latter take on an independent, ‘‘split-off,’’ subconscious existence, making their own hidden associations and
resulting in a more or less fixed psychic dissociation. According to Freud and others, this split-off complex is inaccessible to the waking
consciousness, though it may be revived in hypnotic or hypnoidal states and may give the framework to dreams. Yet it has its outlets,
nevertheless, in bodily form by means of what Freud calls ‘‘conversion of the sum of excitation.’’ ‘‘The sum of excitation,’’ he says in his
Studien über Hysterie, ‘‘which may not enter into psychosocial association, takes the wrong road, to bodily innervation all the more readily.
The repression of the idea could only be due to an unpleasant feeling, to incompatibility between the idea to be repressed and the dominant
ideational mass of the self. But the repressed idea avenges itself by becoming pathogenic.’’ In this transformation, then, of psychical
excitement into persistent bodily symptoms, or, perhaps, better in a bodily compliance or undue facility of somatic outlet of repressed psychic
processes, Freud finds the essential characteristic of hysteria as contrasted with other neuroses and psychoneuroses.
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